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Pyromaniacal Heart 
 
The boy behind the bricks -- 
Why, I wonder, did I insist there was so much beauty in him 
When all the excavation only turned up stoniness 
And cement crevices -- 
Nowhere for the light to get in. 
 
He always remained hidden from me - 
Impenetrable, unfailingly. 
 
The truth is, I like nooks 
And there’s not much I like more than a challenge 
And I always say that the worst thing about me is that,  
When someone doesn’t love me, 
I make it my mission to fit myself into the corners, 
To make certain  
There’s a place for the light to get in. 
 
But brick boys like darkness, 
They harden when you reach out to touch them 
And flat palm against brick hurts like a bitch, 
That’s the long and short of it. 
 
And what did I get from it? 
I’ve been thinking, lately, about love and patience and pain, 
How I’ve only been dealt the plosive part of them 
And how I’m waiting for someone languid, 
Who pours like a waterfall and parts the curtain. 
 
The boy behind the bricks -- 
Do I miss him? 
...Sometimes. 
I won’t lie because I don’t believe in liars 
And my pyromaniacal heart is nothing but light - 
I’m so on fire, the sunrise can’t even compete with me now -- 
 
Do you know how good it feels 
To look back on someone who hurt you so much 
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And realize that qualities like  
empathy,  

tenderness,  
and vulnerability 

Mean that, really, in the end, you won. 
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Gazing Out at Austrian Hilltops, at the Edge of Czechia 
 
There are three trees at the base of the stone driveway, the moment before you enter. 
The journey here was brutal - 
Three hours crammed like sardines in the little car. 
It’s easily 90 degrees and there is no air conditioning in Czechia. 
We are tromping around the country, exploring castles and hillsides and houses that all have the 
same orange roofs.  
I have never been to Europe until now and everything about the trip makes me feel more sparkly, 
more interesting, older, in a way. 
My cousin is a vetted and experienced traveler and today we’ve found ourselves in the tiny town 
of Lednice, right at the border of the country. 
What is perhaps most exciting to me about this place is that it’s somewhere I would have 
absolutely never gone otherwise. 
As a hatchling traveler, my bucket list includes the big cities: Paris, Rome, Barcelona, Berlin. 
This summer I’ve checked off London and Amsterdam and Prague is the third and final city on 
the list. 
Today’s excursion is to a castle, though I must admit I’m not particularly fond of castles and 
their docent-led tours - slow-paced, tedious, droning on and on... 
I don’t recall anything inside the castle or the things I was supposed to learn, but here’s what I do 
remember: 
The big blue sky. The wildflowers in the garden. The bricks and stones and the view of all the 
orange houses from the stone balcony in the garden. 
Compared to all the beauty, the castle seems like a backdrop to me, 
It seems so minuscule as I turn out to face the entire world. 
As I look out from the ledge, I want to bottle the feeling and swallow it whole, 
Drink it down like the Chechen wine we get drunk on that night. 
I want to stretch my arms to the Austrian hilltops in the distance, press them to my chest, and 
spin, Sound-of-Music like, in the blistering 90-degree sun. 
Please let it go on forever, I could almost whisper. 
 
In the blink of an eye, it’s nine months later. 
In the blink of an eye, like everything else in life, 
It’s already come and gone. 
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73 Degrees 
 

My room is too hot. It’s summer and I’m visiting my hometown in California. I used to 
say I loved having the hottest room in the house. I spent my childhood insisting that I didn’t need 
curtains, meaning the morning rays would stream in through my bay window and the room 
would absolutely cook. I loved sleeping in big t-shirts, swaddled in only a thin layer of sheet. I 
would wake perfectly crisp around the edges and ready to be buttered.  

 
When I started sleeping with James - and I mean physically sleeping in the same bed - 

he’d crank up the air conditioning and open the windows, letting the frigid Pittsburgh air stream 
into the room, even in the dead of winter. When we argued, he’d tell me I could always put on 
more clothes, but he could only take so many off. I prepared for our personal Siberia, armed with 
two pairs of sweatpants atop my favorite leggings, three pairs of socks, and one of his 
sweatshirts. When I was still cold (and I was always still cold), he’d hold me all night. But, still, 
I never wanted to sleep at his place over my own, which hovered around a toasty 75 degrees. 
When he moved in, we settled for something in between - a balmy 73, though he’d insist on 
turning it down to 72 at night. This was comfortable. I could enjoy my big t-shirt with some 
deliciously cozy cotton pajama pants. There was no window in the bedroom of our apartment. 
 

Now, we’ve lived together for more than seven months and I am home in California for 
the first time since he moved in. My room is too hot. Tonight, I will sleep without even a sheet. 
There are curtains on my window now. 
 

I saw my childhood friend Sky today. She met someone this semester. We talk twice a 
year over coffee and four months have passed since she met Reed at the farmer’s market where 
he was selling oranges. Raina and Alex just moved in together. Raina and I compared apartment 
photos. Bailey finally met someone she isn’t going to cheat on. Ben is engaged. Riley is engaged. 
Kathryn is engaged. Lane is engaged. Lauren is engaged. Remy is engaged. Beth and Chris are 
engaged. Mia is married. Sam is married. Charles is married. Robert is married.  
 

James and I are happy, at least most days. There are always too many dishes in the sink. 
He is never quite comforting enough. But we try. And I love him. And he loves me. We have 
discovered a temperature we can agree on for our room. 
 

Today, when Sky walked into the hip new coffee shop that we now both love to frequent, 
I almost didn’t recognize the woman who walked through the door. We met doing children’s 
theatre together from age eight on, including church Christmas pageants. Now, she has allegedly 
met the man of her dreams. Now she’s deciding whether she wants to take over her mentor’s 
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small business or become a national supervisor for the company she currently works for. She is 
19. 
 

This summer, I managed to save about $800 hosting at a restaurant. I was rejected from 
every creative endeavor I pursued. But I lead a very privileged and lucky life. I live in a beautiful 
apartment in a great city. I study what I love. I have a job. I have food in the house, a handful of 
close friends, and the potential and work ethic to have the career I’d like to have. 
 

When I left for California, I told everyone in Pittsburgh that I was going home. Home. To 
my family, my house, my room, my bed. But my room is too hot. My friends are all grown up. 
There are three new foster children living in my house. I turn on the air-conditioning, sip at a 
latte, and hug the little ones when I get home.  
 

I think about going back to Pittsburgh, where the apartment isn’t as warm as I’d like it to 
be. I think about how I more frequently refer to it as “the apartment” than “our apartment” than 
“home.” I swap my books and clothing out between my two homes twice a year, during the 
summer and at Christmas. They divide the time between California and Pennsylvania like 
children of divorce. 
 

Sky’s boyfriend wants to build a house for her.  
 

I could continue to argue that I want to turn up the heat, but the truth is I don’t like it that 
warm anymore. Bailey and I don’t talk about sex and electric toothbrushes in World Religions 
class anymore. Sky hasn’t done theatre since before college and probably never will again. Raina 
is blonde. 
 

I go to work, I do the dishes, I get good grades. I wish I was dying my hair and driving to 
Bakersfield bi-weekly to see my boyfriend. I wish the room was the perfect temperature.  
 

I run and I run while they stop to smell the flowers. I break into a sprint as my brother 
goes off to college and my mom hangs up black curtains for the new child sleeping in my room, 
like a symbol of mourning for the daughter who’s lost. I trade my winter clothes for my summer 
clothes. I leave finished books on the shelf. I go back to Pennsylvania, but I do not say I’m going 
home. I hug my friends goodbye and leave them to their lives - lives that I now play a cameo role 
in. Not once this trip did I smoke on the roof like I used to. I think next time I “come home” to 
California, I’ll just say I’m going to see my family instead. 
 

James doesn’t meet me at the airport. I tell him he should stay asleep. I take an Uber to 
the apartment. I crawl into bed with him at 6:30 am. He kisses my head and holds me close. The 
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apartment is colder than I remember. I go back to work. I go back to school. I go to auditions. I 
get more rejections. I run and I run and I run and I run. I want to stop to color my hair blonde and 
take road trips to see someone who gives me butterflies. I want to fly across the world and come 
back changed.  
 

I’d say, “Write me,” but I don’t know which address I’d give to you. I’d say, “Write me,” 
but I don’t know who I have to send letters to.  
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Something is Burning in Here 
 
I don’t know why I remember the embers of your lips 
When they’re searing kisses onto someone else now. 
 
I don’t know why I remember how it felt the first time you kissed me 
And the world was on fire -- 
The fire in your eyes 
And the sunlight. 
The Big Bang was blazing across the sky -- 
Something named Creation. 
 
I don’t know why I remember living in that tiny cove -  
The tinder we used to create friction 
The way we clutched each other under the sheets 
And it was so exciting going to sleep with the breeze, 
Waiting to see if freezing air could put the fire out, 
But warm with you. 
Always warm with you. 
 
I don’t know why I remember feeling alive 
When, really, you killed a part of me, 
When you took what was burning 
And snuffed the fire out. 
You ripped me out of my life with that sunrise 
And locked me in captivity. 
 
I don’t know why I remember giving you the key 
And waiting for you to unlock the door, 
Because only you could unlock the door. 
 
And still… 
I don’t know why I’m waiting. 
I don’t know why I’m pacing around the cell, 
Dribbling out lines of gasoline and 
Waiting for it to ignite. 
 
I don’t know why I remember the fire. 
I don’t know why I wait, perspiring,  
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And hoping that maybe… 
Some deep, dark part of you remembers too. 
 
I don’t know why I remember loving you 
When the love has gone. 
And the love has been gone for so long. 
And the forest is damp. 
And the match has gone out. 
 
I don’t know why I remember, without a doubt, 
That I would always wait for you. 
 
I envision you, locked in a neighboring cell, 
Tallying the days, 
Scraping, 
Praying that, maybe, if we scratch hard enough, 
Fingernails will become like flint 
And we’ll both go up in flames.  
 
If love like that has to end, 
It had better set the world ablaze.  
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Terracotta Skin 
 
Terracotta skin, 
Lit from within, 
And I wonder how it would feel to dip my fingers into the pool of sunshine. 
I wonder about the heat of the rays that must have scorched this desert into clay 
To create such magnetism. 
 
Terracotta skin, 
Not quite orange-ish, 
But golden in hue -  
The color of a fertile earth, 
Bricks baking in heat, 
Steam rising from pavement. 
 
This moment of attraction attractive in the sense that it was unexpected...  
An eye-on-the-prize straight line took the scenic route -  
Watched the sunset, saw the sky change to amber from its daytime blue. 
 
Baby, tell me, 
If I kissed you, would the steam rise? 
Do you taste like sunshine? 
And can I touch you with these hands? 
They seem so unworthy. 
But I’d make a pilgrimage  
Just to feel the warmth of you. 
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Smoking Gun 
 
We fall asleep to the sound of fire alarms. 
Lover, sometimes I feel like a smoking gun. 
Did you anticipate that loving me would feel so destructive?  
I wonder if you could sense my debris and damage. 
 
Lover, how did you feel the first time you tasted my vitriol? 
Did it surprise you, 
Only child - 
Born of men -- 
That a woman could taste like more than sugar and honey? 
Were you surprised when you tasted gunmetal and pennies? 
Was it exhilarating? 
 
Sometimes, I am a slow burn -- 
My rage slithers and slices, 
Weaves in through the crevices... 
Sometimes I launch the grenade and leave a cavern of silence between us in my wake. 
... 
It takes me days to reach you then. 
 
Last night, I set fire to our building 
And you told me I never look hotter than when I have those crazy eyes. 
We tore at each other, 
Climbed at each other as the fire was rising 
And, Lover, I’m certain that it fueled the flames. 
We reveled in our ability to desecrate 
And fell asleep to the sound of the fire alarm blaring. 
 
Lover, I swear at one point we tasted like sugar and honey. 
I’m left wondering when the aftertaste became so smoky. 
I’m left wondering if it's my own volatility 
And if I’m doomed to destroy everything I touch.  
Far too often I find myself thinking… 
That it’s not the guns, 
Nor the flames, 
But Love -- 
That will be the death of me. 


